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Why should we do NLP?
• human-to-human information exchange
• Main channel: language

• Can the computer tap into this kind of information?
• Social science, business analytics: analyze events, trends and opinions
• Linguistics: analyze language properties
• Dialogue systems, question answering:
provide a natural interface between humans and computers
• Machine translation: assist communication across languages

• Hypothesis (Turing test):
Equivalence of full language capabilities with human-level intelligence
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Rule-based systems
• Directly express human expectations and insights
• E.g. relation extraction:

• Syntactic patterns:
PER nsubj  works  nmod:as  *  nmod:at  ORG
• => (Niall Ferguson, employee-of, Hoover Institution)
• Good precision, low recall!
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Statistical systems
• Provide features, automatically weighted by training data
• E.g. relation extraction:
• N-grams:
0.87 "PER works as"
0.81 "works as a"
0.21 "as a senior"
0.11 "a senior fellow"
…
0.62 "at the ORG"
=> (Niall Ferguson, employee-of, Hoover Institution)
• Better recall than rule-based
• Cannot generalize to unseen features
• Difficult to do joint learning (e.g., multilingual relation extraction)
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Representation learning
• Provide 'raw' input
• System finds and represents relevant interactions in input
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Representation learning
= deep learning = neural networks
• Raw input instead of defined feature representation:
• Images: Pixels
• Text: Sequence of
words or characters

• Learn higher-level
abstractions

Source: [Deng 2009; Lee
2009]
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Representation learning
= deep learning = neural networks
• Learn higher-level abstractions
• Non-linear functions can model interactions of lower-level representations
• E.g.:
``The plot was not particularly original.’’  negative movie review

• Typical setup for natural language processing (NLP)
• Model starts with learned representations for words
 word vectors
• Word vectors are combined to represent larger units (sentences, documents)
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Deep learning advantages (1)
Vector representations provide an API for machine learning
• Allows combination across modalities, input/output types
• A main advantage, even if sometimes traditional models perform equally well
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Deep learning advantages (2)
General purpose mechanisms, independent of specific tasks
• Mechanisms for encoding a sequence
• Mechanisms for producing an output depend on the task
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Deep learning advantages (2)
General purpose mechanisms, independent of specific tasks
• Mechanisms for encoding a sequence
• Representing an input
• Word vectors
• Contextualized word vectors

• Modelling interactions in a sequence of words
• Convolutional Filters (+ Pooling)
• Only local interactions (n-grams)
• Recurrent Networks (Long short-term memory, gated recurrent units)
• Global interactions with proximity bias
• Attention [Bahdanau 2015, Hermann 2015, Vaswani 2017]
• Look-up of relevant information, even if far away in the sequence

• Mechanisms for producing an output depend on the task
• Modelling dependencies in the output:
Conditional Random Fields [Lafferty 2001; Lample 2016]
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Deep learning advantages (3)
Good trade-off
• Can learn arbitrary functions … [Cybenko 1989, Hornik 1991]
• … but biased towards simple functions (good generalization) [Perez, 2018]
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Deep learning/NLP success stories
• Neural Machine Translation
[Sutskever 2014; Bahdanau 2015; Vaswani 2017 …]
• Interactions between source and translation generated so far
predict
next word

Encoder / Decoder
Economic growth has slowed down in recent years
source

La croissance

économique

translation
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Deep learning/NLP success stories
• Image captioning

• Interactions between image and caption generated so far
[Kiros 2014; Mao 2014; Xu 2015;…]

Encoder / Decoder

predict
next word

A man jumps
caption

picture
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Deep learning/NLP success stories
• Question Answering
• Interactions between question and text containing the answer
[Hermann 2015, Seo 2017, …]
predict answer
entity

Attentive Reader
Who dedicated a fashion show to moms?

ent63

question

text
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Deep learning limitations
(and how to overcome them)
• Lack of training data
•  domain adaptation, transfer learning [Howard & Ruder 2018]
•  unsupervised pre-training

• Difficulty to leverage human expertise
•  combine with rule-based systems, weak supervision [Ratner 2017]

• Lack of insight
•  automated explanations [Poerner 2018]
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The lexical hypothesis
• ``The meaning of a word is captured by the distribution of contexts in
which it occurs''
• Co-occurrence between words: no annotation necessary!
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The lexical hypothesis
George A Miller (1991):
"Those things are similar of
which one can be
substituted for the other
without loss of plausibility"

Gottfried Wilhelm Leibnitz (17th century):
"Those things are identical of which one
can be substituted for the other without
loss of truth."
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The lexical hypothesis
Zellig Harris (1954): "difference
in meaning correlates with
difference of distribution."

John Rupert Firth (1957):
"You shall know a word by
the company it keeps."
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Word vectors: Idea
• Represent each word by a vector of numbers indicating abstract semantic
properties
• The properties, and the actual values, are automatically found using
corpus co-occurrences
• Learn vectors in a task-independent, unsupervised way
• Goal: Faster & better generalization for specific tasks

• Word vectors can help neural networks to generalize from fewer taskspecific training data

…
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Regularities in word vector space

Source: Pennington 2014
(Global word Vectors, GloVe)
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Regularities in word vector space
Information extraction system can assign
CEOs to Companies estimating the mean shift
in vector space from very few example pairs

Co-reference system can use
gender as a learned feature

Part-of-speech tagger can use
information about syntactic paradigm
Source: Pennington 2014
(Global word Vectors, GloVe)
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Regularities in word vector space
• Word vectors of entities
cluster along the types of
the entities
• Named entity tagger can
predict types for unlabeled
examples

Source: Yaghoobzadeh and Schütze 2017
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Word2Vec
• Word2vec [Mikolov, 2013]: predict context around
words
• Bag-of-words: no order of context words
• No hidden Layer! Use word vectors directly
• Negative sampling, stochastic gradient descent:
scale to very large data sets

• Related to neural language models
[Bengio 2003; Schwenk 2007; Mikolov, 2010]

previous context  hidden layer  predict next
word
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Sub-word modeling
• Words are related through sharing and combining character
subsequences
• singing – dancing
• encoder – encoding

• Exploit these regularities for better generalization
• Popular subword modeling approaches:
• FastText [Bojanowski, 2016]: Use all character n-grams
• Byte-Pair Encoding (BPE), [Sennrich, 2015], SentencePiece Model [Kudo, 2018]:
Use most frequent subsequences instead of words
• Character-level Recurrent Neural Networks [Akbik, 2018]
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Sub-word units: FastText [Boyanowski, 2016]
• FastText is an extension of word2vec
• It computes embeddings for character ngrams
• A word's embedding is a weighted sum of its character ngram
embeddings
• The embedding of the word ``encoder'' will be the sum of the
following ngrams:
• @encoder@ @en enc nco cod ode der er@ @enc enco ncod code oder der@
@enco encod ncode coder oder@ @encod encode ncoder coder@
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Sub-word units: BPE
• Byte Pair Encoding (BPE) [Sennrich 2015]
• Start with characters as the only segments in the corpus
• Merge most frequent consecutive segments, until desired vocabulary size is
reached
bpe_tokenize('BERT stands for Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers')

['bert', 'stands', 'for', 'bid', '##ire', '##ction', '##al', 'en',
'##code', '##r', 'representations', 'from', 'transformers']
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What about context?
• Part-of-speech for "stick"?

• "Please stick to the topic!"
• "How do you find the perfect drum stick?"

• Entity type of "Washington"?

• "Washington was born on February 22, 1732, at his family's plantation on Pope's
Creek in Westmoreland County"
• "Some in Europe worry that Washington and Moscow will abandon the treaty."

• Context matters! [McCann, 2017]
• Traditional solution: learn context dependence from annotated training
data.
• Can one learn contextualized word embeddings with an unsupervised
objective?
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Contextualized word embeddings:
Language model objective
vs. downstream usage

• ELMO [Peters/AllenAi, 2018]
• GPT/GPT2 [Radford/OpenAI 2018, 2019]
• BERT [Devlin/Google AI, 2018] • FLAIR (Akbik/Zalando, 2018)
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Contextualized word embeddings
• ELMo (Embeddings from Language Models) [Peters, 2018]:
• Word representations:
Character n-grams  CNN
• Context representation:
Bidirectional LSTM Layers  predict word from left and right context
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Contextualized word embeddings
• BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from
Transformers) [Devlin, 2018]
• BPE word pieces
• Use Transformer [Vaswani 2017] instead of BiLSTM:
• Every element can interact with every other element
• Random elements of the input are masked, objective during
training is to reconstruct them

• Clever encoding of different tasks and inputs
• sequence labelling (tagging)
• sentence classification
• sentence pair classification

• Multilingual: trained on union of different language
corpora
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Using BERT (or similar)
• Using contextualized pre-trained models is very easy!
• Standard cases covered by pre-trained models
•
•
•
•

Text classification
Classification of text pairs (similarity, relatedness)
Sequence Labelling
…

• Contextualized encoding can be combined with larger
architecture/other inputs
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The BERT* revolution
*[ELMO/GPT/FLAIR/…]

• Across tasks, current state-of-the-art results are achieved using
contextualized word embeddings
•
•
•
•
•
•

Machine translation [Lample & Conneau, 2019]
Language modelling [Radford 2019]
Question answering [Devlin 2018]
Named entity recognition [Akbik 2018, Baevski et al., 2019]
Sentiment analysis [Liu et al., 2019]
Natural language inference [Zhang et al., 2018]

• Simply fine-tuning BERT on task-specific training data is a very strong
baseline! [Peters 2019]
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Do we still need annotated training
data?
• Web-sized corpora contain information about a range of NLP tasks
that can be elicited from language models without task-specific finetuning
• From the GPT-2 paper: [Radford, 2019]
• Better than other unsupervised methods for sentence completion in
translation contexts:
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How knowledge is stored
• Humans communicate using language: unstructured
• Very relevant information is stored in structured form
• spreadsheets, curated knowledge bases (KBs)
• interface human - computer

• Other data sources
•
•
•
•

sensory data
images/video
logging data
…
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How knowledge is stored
• Humans communicate using language: unstructured
• Very relevant information is stored in structured form
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Structured data
• Structured data:
• Tables
• Graphs
• RDF-Tuples

Name

Professor-at

Niall Ferguson

Harvard

Charles Oman

Oxford

…

…

professor-at

Niall
Fergusson
Great
Britain

works-for

located-in
Charles
Oman
professor-at

Harvard
University

located-in

Hoover
Institution located-in

Oxford
University

USA
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Structured data + text:
Universal Schema
[Riedel, 2013; Toutanova 2015; Verga, 2015…]
• Language can express (arbitrarily fine-grained) relationships between entities.

"In 2004 Niall Ferguson became
the Laurence A. Tisch Professor of
History at Harvard University"

Niall
Fergusson

Harvard
University
located-in

"Ferguson works as a senior
fellow at the Hoover Institution"
Hoover
Institution located-in

Great
Britain

located-in
Charles
Oman

USA

Oxford
University
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professor-at

Structured data + text:
Universal Schema
[Riedel, 2013; Toutanova 2015; Verga, 2015…]
• Language can express (arbitrarily fine-grained) relationships between entities.
• Encode nodes and edges as vectors
• Use entities to align language vector space with KB vector space
"In 2004 Niall Ferguson became
the Laurence A. Tisch Professor of
History at Harvard University"

Niall
Fergusson

Harvard
University
located-in

"Ferguson works as a senior
fellow at the Hoover Institution"
Hoover
Institution located-in

Great
Britain

located-in
Charles
Oman

USA

Oxford
University
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professor-at

Multimodal structured data
[Pezeshkpour 2018]: Nodes, too, can be analyzable
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Variants of Universal Schema
• What are the atomic units?

• Text modeling [Toutanova 2015, Verga, 2015]
• Entity modeling [Verga 2016, Yaghoobzadeh, 2017]
• Multimodal nodes [Pezeshkpour, 2018]

• Local modeling of fact triples

• Linear translation (TransE, …) [Bordes 2013]
• Bilinear form (Rescal, Complex …) [Nickel 2011, Trouillon 2016]
• …

• Global view
•
•
•
•
•

By transitivity from local fact modeling (A-lives-in-city-B, B-in-state-C, C-in-country-D) [Bordes 2013]
Ranking loss [Riedel 2013]
Graph attention [Velickovic 2018]
Recurrent path modeling [Neelakantan 2015]
Query-driven: [Das 2017, 2019]
• Memory networks
• Reinfocement learning
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Use-cases of Universal Schema
• Multilingual relation extraction [Verga, 2016]
María Múnera está casado con Juan M Santos
Robert C. MacKenzie is survived by his wife, Sybil MacKenzie

person

married to

María Múnera

Juan M Santos

Robert C. MacKenzie

Sybil MacKenzie

…

…

• Question-Answering on Knowledge Bases and Text (TextKBQA) [Das,
2017]
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Our current work:
Explainable TextKBQA [Sydorova, Poerner, Roth, 2019]
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Summary
• Current state-of-the-art natural language representations
• represent subwords …
… in context
• learned in an unsupervised way from large corpora
• to be fine-tuned on task-specific data

• Universal Schema
• Represent structured and unstructured data in same space
• Allows for inferences across modalities

• Insight into what deep models are doing is important!
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